LATIN AMERICA AND
CARIBEAN REGION
COVID 19 RESPONSE

CUBA

CASH TRANSFER
Direct Support!

*400

HAITI

Through electronic systems and
without cards, CARE provides
transfers of money to the neediest
sectors of society. This way, families
use the money in what their most
urgent needs.

*12,500

GUATEMALA
HONDURAS
*8,415

COLOMBIA
ECUADOR
*37,762

HYGIENE & PREVENTION KITS
We provide protection!

PERU

*4,320

CARE
distributes
personal
protection kits and information
to prevent the further spread of
COVID-19.

* Reached Population

TOTAL : 63,397

The COVID-19 pandemic has damaged the world’s health systems
and has impacted economies and
societies across the planet in an
unprecedented manner. In Latin
America and the Caribbean, the
vulnerabilities of the population
with the greatest needs are exacerbated due to the health crisis.
CARE has taken early response in
the countries in which it operates, assisting: women and girls,
migrants and refugees, victims of
gender-based violence, informal
workers and others in the most
unequal region on the planet

VIRTUAL CARE Packages
We ensure food!

Through electronic mean, we
transfer money via SMS for
families to access to nutritious
and essential foods in affiliated
establishments

FOOD DONATION
We feed hope!

Through donations and with
the support of volunteers, we
deliver hot meals to hundreds of
vulnerable people and families
every day.

JOIN US IN FIGHTING POVERTY!

¡CONTACT US AND LEARN MORE
ABOUT CARE´S RESPONSE TO COVID!

Tatiana.bertolucci@care.org

LATIN AMERICA AND
CARIBEAN REGION
COVID 19 RESPONSE

GENDER
IN EMERGENCIES
CARE responds to the challenges
and threats faced by women
and girls, including gender
based violence and a greater
economic impact associated to
the pandemic. Learn more about
how women can participate in
generating responses to the dire
situation resulting of the sanitary
crisis.

+ INFO

HONDURAS
CARE is delivering food packages
and hygiene kits to people
affected by the sanitary crisis who
have loss partially or totally their
livelihoods.

+ INFO

PERÚ
ELLA ALIMENTA SU FUERZA
Through the tireless work of
volunteers associated to CARE
in Peru, people from the most
impoverished sectors of society
receive a daily a hot meal. Though
the campaign #AlimentaSuFuerza
CARE has received support from
individuals and private sector so
people in need keep their strength
to combat this virus. To learn more
and contribute to this Initiative,
click on +INFO.

+ INFO

ECUADOR SET UP AN
INFORMATION TOOL TO
TRACK THE SITUATIOIN OF
COVID
CARE´s work in Ecuador can be tracked though an information tool that
captures the situation across the
country. It allows to locate the population supported whether through
cash transfers, medical assistance
and referrals, hygiene kits distributed, etc. +INFO

+ INFO

FIGHT COVID-19 : SAVE LIVES!
Prepared by the communication and advocacy team of the LAC TASK FORCE COVID19 RESPONSE - May 2020.

DONATE NOW

